Introduction
One of many new technologies introduced in the energy market place is the smart grid. The United States Department of Energy (DOE) defines the smart grid as a network of transmission and distribution systems that enhance the safety of the current system. As opposed to the current, conventional power grids, which rely on large, monolithic points of power generation serving broad, regional networks, a smart grid is resilient and decentralized, has the ability to self heal, referring to resiliency and regeneration after power disturbances, allows customers to participate in demand response programs, can resist a physical attack or cyber attack, and accommodates all types of electricity generation and grid storage options. 1 In addition, the DOE envisions the smart grid to enable creation of new products, services and markets while optimizing assets and operational efficiencies. The term smart grid encompasses a variety of technologies from generation to transmission and distribution to customer use. An example of an emerging market is sustainable software such as the Opower6 Platform that works directly with utility companies to allow residential customers the ability to reduce their electricity usage through an interactive online platform 2 . Opower, located in Arlington, Virginia, works directly with the utility provider to enable residential customers to take advantage of the capabilities of the smart grid.
Smart grids allow for better communications between the silos that make up the energy market place through sensors and networks, and this sensor and network system is called advanced metering infrastructure (AMI).
1 AMI, such as smart meters, in homes controls network, communications with smart thermostats, integration with data software platforms and meter data management systems.
3 AMI provides a method of modernizing the existing grid while providing a solution to the ever growing demand for modernized electricity transmission and distribution. 3 At the customer end, AMI technologies are most commonly associated with the smart meter, in house displays and smart thermostats. Existing grids are under pressure to deliver the growing demand for power as well as provide a stable and sustainable supply of electricity. These challenges are the motivation for utility companies to embrace smart grids and get their customers excited for the deployment. Most public utilities are deploying smart meters strategically as the smart meter, along with other AMI technologies, allow millions of households to operate and integrate onsite renewable energy, demand response and electric storage. AMI technologies has the potential to change how households consume electricity and a strategic roll out is essential to get homes educated on the benefits of the control provided by AMI technologies.
FIG. 1: The Smart Grid
With atmospheric carbon dioxide at about 400 parts per million, smart grids play a significant role in contributing to the crucial global carbon drawdown. Global efforts of carbon drawdown range from global reforestation, chemical carbon sequestration and grid infrastructure efficiencies. Smart grid deployment has the potential of contributing to significant carbon drawdown due to the increased efficiencies of the grid as well as through energy consumption control on the customer end. Deployment of these technologies is dependent on the utilitys initial start point, geographic location, federal or state policy and vision in the private or public sectors.
3 For effective deployment, utility companies communicate with its regulators, local or regional legislators and policymakers and its customers. The challenge faced by many utility com-panies is communicating the benefits of AMI technologies to its customers. This challenge stems from a lack of understanding amongst the general public regarding electricity production and delivery and how it affects quality of life and how it can meet the needs in the 21st century.
3
For customers, AMI technologies brings more choice regarding prices and services, more control to manage consumption and, most importantly, visibility of an invisible commodity. AMI technologies now give customers the ability to see their interval (daily, monthly, or annual) usage, enroll in programs that allow greater control of their electricity consumption and use less electricity thus seeing a decrease in their monthly utility bills. Considering the impact on society, the DOE Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability states that the societal benefit is improved efficiency in energy delivery which is also a positive environmental impact.
3 However, the true consumer value proposition of AMI technologies is monthly energy savings leading to disposable income.
As the smart grid is deployed into the energy market place, there are opportunities to invest in the network expansion through a social lens. It is important to understand the impact of AMI technologies in the form economics for homes across the U.S. especially in low income, inner city, vulnerable communities. The value proposition of AMI technologies, as promoted by utilities companies deploying smart meters, is energy savings. There is an opportunity to introduce AMI technologies in low income, inner city, vulnerable communities by understanding the resources available to these communities, resources such as public housing, private spaces and people, the relationships among these resources, and the impact that the relationships have on the resources available in these communities. The economic capital invested in AMI technologies can be used to build social equity and realizing that these public goods, deployed by public utility companies, can be used for the common good. Building social equity starts by engaging these communities to understand the resources available to these communities, developing relationships, and understanding the community's relationship with the resources available to them. This community engagement results in customer empowerment, opportunities for effective community based projects and possibilities for long term carbon drawdown.
Local legislators around the U.S. have introduced policies to encourage the utility sector to embrace smart meters. In the State of Illinois, for example, legislators established a requirement that all utilities participating in AMI should file a Smart Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan with the Illinois Commerce Commission. 4 The bills, Senate Bill 1652 and House Bill 3036, proceed to state that utilities have the right to charge a customer a service charge fee if a customer decides to opt out of the smart meter deployment program.
3 This is an example of an enforced financial incentive on a residential customer to embrace AMI technologies. After the passing of Senate Bill 1652 and House Bill 3036, Commonwealth Edison (ComEd), a transmission and distribution utility company located in Illinois, proposed a Smart Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan that highlighted the utility's intent to install approximately four million smart meters by the end of 2018.
5 Currently, the company has installed over one million meters and is strategically deploying the smart meters in the Chicago area. To ensure customers are aware of a smart meter deployment in their neighborhoods, ComEds marketing team introduced the AMI Residential Communications Guide. The guide walks a customer through the seven steps of smart meter deployment starting from 90 days prior to deployment to deployment and installation of the smart meter to 45 days post deployment.
6 During the deployment timeline, the customer is educated on the smart grid, on the smart meter and future upgrades to the existing grid. 6 The marketing strategies range from informative phone calls, door handle pamphlets, educational letters, in person contact, brochures on energy savings program and a guide to ComEds online energy management platform. Most importantly, ComEd willingly provides the customer information on means of reducing electricity usage through high usage alerts, peak time savings program, and visualization of the invisible commodity: electricity. However, ComEd has not been successful in engaging the community to embrace this new technology. Even through strategic deployment of AMI technologies, engaging specific communities to embrace new technology is not easy because of the lack of customer education.
Low income, inner city and vulnerable communities are neighborhoods, boroughs, and districts located within large cities all around the U.S. with characteristic demographics who are directly affected by the smart grid deployment. 7 Communities least likely to readily adopt AMI technology are often characteristically under served by amenities and populated by lower income residents, residents of color, and immigrants who, while frequently operating in tight knit social and economic networks in the formal and informal local economies, may have a difficult time forming relationships with networks or institutions outside their neighborhoods. 8 Members of these communities do not typically have many personal resources and it is unfavorable for them, and to the survival of the communal group, to form external interpersonal relationships. 8 This community phenomenon contributes to the challenges of smart grid deployment. These communities are frequently the first to experience the effects of unexpected change, economic instability and natural disasters. Communities with weak economies have fewer resources and thus are less likely to perform required actions to abate these effects. 8, 9 An increase in electricity prices and oil prices are felt the strongest in these communities and the effects of natural disasters can be devastating and sometimes irreversible. However, community members crave programs that have a positive social impact on their communities. 8, 9 Low income, inner city, vulnerable communities are not resistant to change but embrace opportunities to improve the status quo. These unique opportunities require strategic investment in building equity by understanding the specific social impact of the investment. Thus, to demonstrate the necessity of social equity in the smart grid, this paper will be reviewing three case studies. The first case study is a study into the strategic rebuilding in New Orleans through Energy New Orleans Inc. and the company's successful partnership with the DOE. The second case study is a review of the State of Hawaiis policies on energy generation and the policies indirect impact on consumption and efficiency, and the third case study is an examination of the future of the grid with regards to the community.
New Orleans: Strategic Rebuilding
After the mass devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina, the City of New Orleans had to rebuild its neighborhoods. The hardest hit areas of the city comprised lower income, overwhelmingly black communities, in the lower 7th, 8th and 9th wards. Entergy New Orleans Inc. (ENO) saw the opportunity to roll out an AMI pilot in these communities with support from the DOE Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability. The pilot project was deployed at the beginning of 2010 with 4,700 smart meters installed, 3000 in home interactive displays and 400 Programmable Communicating Thermostats. 10, 11 The target population was residential customers located in the 7th, 8th and 9th ward of the city and the target community demographics were defined by the federal grant provided to ENO for this pilot program. Consumers were provided energy management tools, educational material and rebates for decreasing peak demand usage. 10 The study concluded the outcome of two critical benefits from the pilot program: customer empowerment and peak load reduction.
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The success of the pilot project was attributed to an effective community engagement strategy. The DOE and ENO invested in customer education strategies, community outreach through public meetings and call centers providing customer service.
11 Through continuous community engagement by ENO, the company reported that the program provided the company valuable information on its low income customers and evidence that the low income population felt empowered as they were enabled to better control their energy usage.
11 ENOs investment in community engagement, outreach and education strengthened the companys relationship with the communities and build key community partnerships for ongoing success.
11 ENOs program successful recruitment methods, recruitment for the pilot programs, consisted of 39% customer interaction and 36% mailed marketing material. 11 The support call center received the most calls during ENOs time based rate and load management programs were in effect which indicates that customers were engaged and participative within the programs.
11
ENOs web based portal and in house displays brought visibility to electricity consumption and provided customers the ability to see their critical peak demand events during the day. This healthy, strong and active relationship with the community allowed ENO to further educate participants on the benefits of AMI. Post pilot surveys showed over 90% of the customers were ready to implement the program permanently. 11 The programs success is due to customer engagement which resulted in customer empowerment as ENO provided these communities with tools for direct control over their electricity consumption. The pilot project was conducted to explore ways of getting low income communities more participative in programs that incorporate AMI technologies. Thus, through this case study, it can be concluded that engaging communities during smart grid deployment leads to customer empowerment.
Hawaii: A Case for Policy
The State of Hawaiis energy policies have put some communities in vulnerable positions. In the State of Hawaii, electricity prices were largely dictated by oil prices because fossil fuels contribute to about 70% of the energy consumption.
12 To promote fuel diversity, the State of Hawaii introduced legislation mandating that 10% of overall energy should be from renewable sources by 2010. This mandate also stated a 10% increase in production over 10 years so renewable energy should contribute to 20% by year 2020 and to 30% by year 2030 overall electricity generation. 12 This ambitious goal for energy independence and diversity did not consider the customer or the overall social impact of the legislation. The State of Hawaiis eight islands have an independent electrical grid. Hawaiian Electric Industries (HEI) is the parent company of four electricity utilities which supply electricity to the islands of Maui, Molokai, Lanai, the Big Island and Oahu. 12 The four utilities are as follows: Hawaiian Electric Company serves the island of Oahu, Hawaii Electric and Lighting Company serves the Big Island, Maui Electric Company serves Maui, Lanai and Molokai, and Kauai Island Utility Cooperative serves the island of Kauai.
12 Together, these utilities serve 95% of the States 1.2 million residents.
13 To achieve the ambitious renewable energy goal, the State of Hawaii introduced decoupling, which is a rate setting structure for utility companies 14 and a legislative attempt to incentivize the above power generation utilities to embrace renewable energy. 14, 15 This rate structure ensures that the power generation companies in Hawaii can increase the price of electricity to cover fixed costs as electricity consumption declines. 14 GEMS and Hawaii Energy was introduced to home owners as an incentive to support rooftop solar and energy efficiency program through low cost loans. 15 These programs have been effective in decreasing overall energy consumption of households. Due to GEMS and Leidos Engineering, the average household in the state of Hawaii used approximately 44% less utility electricity than the average American household in the year 2014. 16 Nevertheless, as home owners use less electricity in the Hawaii, the cost of electricity keeps increasing due to the decoupling rate setting structure.
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The decoupling rate structure ensured that regardless of whether a customer used less energy, the Hawaiian utility companies had the right, by law, to increase the price of electricity to cover fixed costs of operations. 15 Thus, a customer using less energy would not see a decrease in their energy bills.
The impact of decoupling goes beyond rate increases. The impact of GEMS, Hawaii Energy and decoupling was felt hardest by low income, inner city, and vulnerable communities on the many islands of Hawaii. These communities make up approximately 30% of the populations of the State of Hawaii and are most affected by the high electricity prices. 15, 17 These particular households would be the first to benefit from the GEMS and Hawaii Energy programs, however, the up front capital cost to deploy these programs is a major obstacle.
15,17
In addition, there is a lack of community engagement from these program providers to educate these communities on the benefits of solar and energy efficiency. Non profit organizations, such as Blue Planet Foundation, are looking to other states, particularly New York and California, which have successfully deployed community solar projects. 15, [17] [18] [19] Organization such as Blue Planet Foundation are attempting to adopt better community driven projects to bring sustainable and affordable electricity to low income, inner city, vulnerable communities in Hawaii. Community solar is a third party photovoltaics ownership program for solar projects, in low income, inner city, vulnerable communities funded through third party investors. 20, 21 Third party ownership, that is, systems owned by a solar company as opposed to by the homeowner or by the public utility, is a rapidly growing market because it makes renewable energy generation accessible to low income households who want to adopt solar generation at their homes. 21 Blue Planet Foundation is supporting Senate Bill 1050, also as known as ACT 100. The legislation makes solar generation, community solar programs, accessible to approximately half of the states population who are renters, condominium owners or live on a saturated grid. ACT 100 establishes a program that allows a community approach to solar so customers can rent or lease solar panels located anywhere on the islands of Hawaii to benefit from renewable energy generation. Engaging inner city communities is critical for the roll out of effective legislation. Customers need to be engaged early in the conversation especially when electricity policy has a direct effect on their utility bills and cost of electricity.
Chicago Communities and the Microgrid: The
Community of the Future Elevate Energys mission is to promote the development of perpetuation of vibrant urban communities that are both environmentally and economically sustainable, both in the Chicago region and throughout the United States, 19 and the organization has expanded well beyond the borders of Chicago since it was founded as a department of the Center for Neighborhood Technology in 2000, a Chicago nonprofit focused on empowering communities through sustainable innovation. Organizations such as Elevate Energy, located in Chicago, Illinois, have contributed to immense carbon emission reduction through community energy efficiency programs. The organization is working closely to ensure that community energy efficiency programs, such as the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and GEMS, rolled out by State of Illinois are practical for low income, inner city, vulnerable communities, and provide a quantifiable benefits to these communities. 21 The organization provides support to LIHEAP and GEMS by conducting some of the engineering analysis, evaluating any energy conservation measures provided through GEMS and working with ComEd in Chicago in Chicago to roll out AMI technologies. In October 2015, Elevate Energy reported savings 44,215 metric tons of carbon dioxide through their energy efficiency programs from 2000 to 2015.
19 The future, predicted by Elevate Energy, is all about the community. The Chief Executive Officer of the organization, is excited for the future of electricity generation, electricity consumption and electricity policies as Elevate Energy expands further into various Chicago communities. 20 However, Elevate Energy believes the future is in community solar projects such as the projects successfully deployed in the states of New York and California, 20 and states that community solar projects have the potential to be a gamer changer in the State of Illinois.
FIG. 2: Community Solar Project Construction
Community solar projects eliminate the need for a household to provide the upfront cost of installation, ensure ongoing maintenance of the system, and decrease the back period on investment of the system through immediate cost savings. 21 Community solar also provides renters an incentive to adopt solar generation compared to purchasing the entire system. 21 These community solar projects show promise of bringing affordable, renewable and sustainable energy to low income, inner city, vulnerable communities around the U.S. The long term impact of community solar projects, along with the smart grid deployment, includes increased carbon draw down effects, sustained carbon reduction and long term energy efficiency which directly impacts increased financial independence.
Conclusion
The three case studies present distinct solutions to unique yet common electricity market challenges today. The solutions to these common challenges are community engagement, effective policy and community driven projects thus building social equity in the smart grid. ENOs approach by engaging the community to build relationships resulted in customer empowerment. The State of Hawaiis ambitious renewable energy generation goal did not consider the resources available to specific communities on the islands to implement solar programs. And, Elevate Energys approach on integrating AMI technologies through community solar is going to result in sustainable carbon drawdown. The smart grid has the potential to be an asset for opportunities to build social equity and it starts with community engagement.
Utility companies that understanding the importance of building social equity through the smart grid have set up the most vulnerable communities for success, eliminate hardship and struggle due to the characteristics, perceptions, poverty and social exclusion experienced by these communities. 22 Community engagement is critical in low income, inner city, vulnerable communities as these communities are likely to support a program only when it is locally focused and locally based institutions support the program, and thus utility companies deploying the smart grid and AMI benefits must work with churches, universities with local community groups, block clubs, and, if present, local businesses.
22 Community organizers play a key role in signing up the communities residents for basic AMI programs and recruit businesses to participate as well.
23 AMI programs such as ENOs pilot program in New Orleans allow communities to try out AMI technologies and experience the potential in energy savings.
The value proposition to participate in AMI programs and adopt AMI technologies is energy savings through energy efficiency. Energy efficiency means increased savings which means increased spending power and thus increased financial security. Improving energy efficiency through AMI technologies in Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) assisted housing is beneficial for residents and taxpayers. 22, 23 Currently, HUD spends taxpayer money on energy bill subsidies, called utility allowances for space heating, cooling, refrigerant or lighting, ranging from $10 to $200 per month, for low income, inner city, vulnerable communities. As of 2015, five percent of Americans live in subsidized housing and HUDs annual energy bill is approximately $4 million. Reducing HUDs energy bill through effective energy efficiency programs that include AMI technologies would free up funding that could be used for other capital improvements benefiting residents of assisted housing such as community solar or AMI geared programs that allow for empowerment and enabling of these communities to control their energy usage.
22,23
The roll out of smart grids along with community engagement has the potential to empower communities, build relationships and increase the success rate of the application of these technologies. Utility companies in Hawaii, following the example of ENO, which work closely with key partners, and community organizers, see a greater rate of success, customer empowerment and customer retention. In addition, smart grids can open up unique markets with specific demands which can lead to new markets in energy efficiency, within low income, inner city, vulnerable communities. Non profit organizations, such as Elevate Energy in Chicago and Blue Foundation in Hawaii see value in expanding in communities they directly impact to build key partnerships for effective community driven projects.
22 These partnerships lead to expansion of other opportunities as community solar projects requires participants to complete energy efficiency projects to decrease their overall energy consumption. A great example is the 2009 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act, along with state programs such as LIHEAP and GEMS, enabled low income business owners to expand their businesses and hire from within their communities to perform basic energy efficiency programs such as weatherization, audits and insulation retrofits. 23 It is clear from the above case studies that the above case studies that opportunities for effective community based projects and job creation for energy efficiency programs which can lead to long term carbon draw down for our cities. Additionally, considerable effort toward including social equity as an integral component of strategic and thoughtful approaches to implementing and deploying smart grid technologies should include consideration for social equity through increased customer empowerment grid integration for all communities should be introduced and maintained as newer technologies will come to the market in the decades ahead.
